INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, we have seen increasing interest in a new field called 'transition state spectroscopy', in which spectroscopic methods are used to probe directly the transition region of molecules where chemical bonds are about to form or break. 1, 2 This 'transition-region species', which refers to the short-lived molecular complex in this unstable region, is a quasibound state occurring when discrete states are coupled to a continuum, and can be called 'resonance' in more general term. In the study of molecular reaction dynamics, the resonance can be a very sensitive probe of the reactive scattering processes, providing spectroscopic information on the detailed process of chemical changes.
The resonance occurring in the predissociation of diatomic molecules is the simplest example of such transition-region species. There are close similarities between the diatomic predissociation and the atomic autoionization, with the fragmented particle being an atom in the former, and an electron in the latter. The resonances in the autoionization have been studied in much more detail than in the predissociation. Fano showed that lineshapes in the autoionization can be described by a simple formula when a discrete state in coupled to a single continuum, as where e (E Er)/(I"/2 is the reduced energy, F is the width of the resonance, E is the resonance energy, o-0 corresponds to the dissociative continuum cross section, and q is the line shape parameter. 4 Among alkali dimers, Csz shows the most complex spectrum due to very compact potential energy curves and large spin-orbit couplings. They are, therefore, very suitable to study the Figure 3 shows the ionization schemes of these spectra. Figure 4 shows the ionization spectrum of the Cs (upper trace) and Cs ions (lower trace) with the coexpanding gas changed to Ar and backing pressure reduced to 100 Torr. Under these expansion conditions, the rotational temperature becomes higher than 5 K. In the spectra of Fig. 4 INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE (Bohr) Figure 5 The potential energy curves of CS2, obtained by ab initio calculations.
The PFY spectrum in Fig. 2 Frequency/cm Figure 6 Expanded part of the two photon ionization spectrum of Cs2 shown in Fig. 2 . Cs ion is monitored. A broad absorption band is seen centered at 17050cm-.
The spectrum in Fig. 2 shows that the line shape parameter changes sig n at least twice. This kind of the gradual sign change of q is called a 'q-reversal'. While several examples of the q-reversals have been observed in autoionization, they are interpreted as occurring through a structured continuum which is perturbed by another discrete state from the third channel. 9 Thus, the q-reversal in autoionization is considered as a result of 3-channel interaction. On the other hand, we showed that in predissociation the q-reversal can occur when only 2 channels are involved. TM This can be ascribed to the property of the dissociating continuum. While the coupling of the ionization continuum to discrete state shows monotonous variation in autoionization, that of the continuum of nuclear dissociation shows oscillatory variations in the case of outer limb crossing. It is likely that such oscillatory variations have caused q-reversal with only 2 channels involved.
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Integration of nanotechnology into the treatment of various diseases such as cancers represents a mainstream in the current and future research due to the limitations of traditional clinical diagnosis and therapy. The early detection of cancer has been universally accepted to be essential for treatment. However, it remains challenging to detect tumors at an early stage. For instance, the goal of molecular imaging in breast cancer is to diagnose the tumor with approximately 100-1000 cells, compared to the traditional techniques which may require more than a million cells for accurate clinical diagnosis. On another hand, anticancer drugs are designed to simply kill cancer cells, and their entrance into healthy organs or tissues is undesirable due to the severe side effects. In addition, the rapid and widespread distribution of anticancer drugs into nontargeted organs and tissues requires a lot of drugs with high cost. These difficulties have largely limited the successful therapy of cancer.
Nanomaterials are anticipated to revolutionize the cancer diagnosis and therapy. The development of multifunctional polymeric nanoparticles allows for the early detection of cancers. The construction of intelligent polymeric nanosystems can be used as controlled delivery vehicles to improve the therapy efficiency of anticancer drugs, that is, such vehicles are capable of delivering drugs to predetermined locations and then releasing them with preprogrammed rates in response to the changes of environmental conditions such as pH and temperature. Besides polymers, these nanomaterials can also be composed of supraparamagnetic iron oxide, carbon nanotube, metallic nanoshell, core-shell aggregate, or composites. These nanomaterials represent new directions for more effective drug administration in cancer.
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• Nanomaterials for photovoltaics and 3rd-generation DSSCs, batteries, fuel cells, ceramics coating, solar energy conversion devices, polymers in water desalination and RO membrane production, OLED, photonics and photoluminescent materials • Molecular/nano-photochemistry, photosciences and applications • Environmental remediation: photocatalysis (air, soil, as well as water treatment and disinfection) • Photosynthesis and artificial light-harvesting systems • Photocatalytic hydrogen production and storage Submission to this special issue is opened to participants of the International Conference on Powering a Greener Future: Nanomaterials for solar energy conversion (solar'09). Other contributions from interested scientists worldwide are also welcomed.
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Polymers reinforced with nanoparticles, such as carbon nanotubes, are of great interest due to their remarkable mechanical, thermal, chemical properties as well as optical, electronic, and magnetic applications. In the general research area of polymer nanocomposites, a number of critical issues need to be addressed before the full potential of polymer nanocomposites can actually be realized. While a number of advances have recently been made in the area of polymer nanocomposites, the studies on understanding of the effects of processing parameters on the structure, morphology, and functional properties of polymer nanocomposites are deficient. There is a need for characterization techniques to quantify the concentration and distributions of nanoparticles as well as to assess the strength at the interface between the polymer and nanoparticles. Also, there is a need for the development of better models able to predict the mechanical properties of the polymer nanocomposites as functions of myriad factors including nanoparticle orientation, the type of functional groups, and the molecular weight of polymer chain. The relationships between the structural distributions and the ultimate properties of the polymer nanocomposites also need to be elucidated. This special issue of the Journal of Nanomaterials will be devoted to emerging polymer nanocomposite processing techniques and call for new contributions in the field of characterization and applications of multifunctional nanocomposites. It intends to cover the entire range of basic and applied materials research focusing on rheological characterization, nanoparticle dispersion, and functional properties of polymer nanocomposites for sensors, actuators, and other applications. Fundamental understanding of the effects of processing and nanoparticles on the polymer structure and morphology, their optical, electrical, and mechanical properties as well as novel functions and applications of nanocomposite materials will be the highlights of this special issue.
• Solution and melt processing of polymer nanocomposites • Rheological and thermal characterization of nanocomposites
• Generation of nanofibers using extrusion and electrospinning of nanocomposites First Round of Reviews February 1, 2010
